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Abstract

Open-domain dialogue systems have seen remarkable advancements with the de-
velopment of large language models (LLMs). Nonetheless, most existing dialogue
systems predominantly focus on brief single-session interactions, neglecting the
real-world demands for long-term companionship and personalized interactions
with chatbots. Crucial to addressing this real-world need are event summary and
persona management, which enable reasoning for appropriate long-term dialogue
responses. Recent progress in the human-like cognitive and reasoning capabilities
of LLMs suggests that LLM-based agents could significantly enhance automated
perception, decision-making, and problem-solving. In response to this poten-
tial, we introduce a model-agnostic framework, the Long-term Dialogue Agent
(LD-Agent), which incorporates three independently tunable modules dedicated
to event perception, persona extraction, and response generation. For the event
memory module, long and short-term memory banks are employed to separately
focus on historical and ongoing sessions, while a topic-based retrieval mecha-
nism is introduced to enhance the accuracy of memory retrieval. Furthermore, the
persona module conducts dynamic persona modeling for both users and agents.
The integration of retrieved memories and extracted personas is subsequently
fed into the generator to induce appropriate responses. The effectiveness, gener-
ality, and cross-domain capabilities of LD-Agent are empirically demonstrated
across various illustrative benchmarks, models, and tasks. The code is released at
https://github.com/leolee99/LD-Agent.

1 Introduction

Open-domain dialogue systems aim to establish long-term, personalized interactions with users
via human-like chatbots [1–3]. Unlike most existing studies [4–6] that are limited to brief, single-
session interactions spanning 2-15 turns, real-life scenarios often necessitate a chatbot’s capability
for long-term companionship and familiarity [1, 2, 7]. Achieving this requires the chatbot not only to
understand and remember extensive dialogue histories but also to faithfully reflect and consistently
update both the user’s and its personalized characteristics [1, 7, 8].
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What happened, you look 
unhappy?

I fail to select swimming 
class this semester, but I 

really want to learn it.

Don‘t worry! I can teach you 
next week. I’m professional!

one week ago

Are you free to learn 
swimming today?

Yeah, of course, so what 
should I do first?

Let's do some warm-up 
exercises, the first step is …

today

guide

sum

I am careful

Personas

I am a professional 
swimmer

I am a student

I am interested in 
swimming

Event Summary

Girl offers to teach boy 
swimming next week.

guide

Figure 1: The illustration of how event memory and personas guide long-term dialogue. The event
summary and personas are extracted from a conversation that occurred one week ago. In today’s
interaction, the event memory prompts the girl to inquire about the swimming lesson they scheduled
last week. The personas, indicating that she is careful and professional in swimming, guide her to
offer detailed and professional advice.

Motivated by real-life demands, the core challenge of open-domain dialogue systems is to simul-
taneously maintain long-term event memory and preserve persona consistency [9–11, 3]. Existing
research often addresses these aspects separately—focusing either on event memory or persona
extraction—thereby hindering long-term consistency. Current strategies for event memory typi-
cally involve constructing a memory bank that stores historical event summaries, complemented by
retrieval-augmented approaches to access relevant information for response generation [12, 13]. Stud-
ies on persona-based dialogue rang from unidirectional user modeling [14] to bidirectional agent-user
modeling [15, 16, 3], enhancing personalized chat abilities by leveraging profile information. Worse
still, the aforementioned methods are highly dependent on specific model architectures, making them
challenging to adapt to other models. Additionally, These dialogue models largely lack zero-shot
generalization capabilities, essential for effective deployment across various real-world domains [2, 3].
We conjecture that an optimal long-term dialogue framework should be model-agnostic, deployable in
various real-world domains, and capable of autonomously integrating comprehensive data from both
event memories and personas, as illustrated in Figure 1. However, developing such a model-agnostic,
cross-domain, and autonomous framework remains unexplored and challenging.

Benefiting from the excellent human-like cognitive and reasoning abilities of large language models
(LLM), there is an increasing trend [17–21] to employ LLMs as the cores of agent-based simulation
systems to automate the process of perception, decision-making, and problem-solving. While
recent studies have developed LLM-powered agents in various fields, such as economics [22],
politics [23], sociology [24], and recommendation [21], its application in open-domain dialogue
remains unexplored. To effectively support long-term open-domain dialogue, an LLM-powered
dialogue agent framework should exhibit broad generality, cross-domain adaptability, and the ability
to dynamically refine information across dimensions like events, user personalities, and agent
personalities.

In this paper, we propose LD-Agent—a model-agnostic Long-term Dialogue Agent framework
consisting of three principal components: an event memory perception module, a persona extraction
module, and response generation module (see the framework of LD-Agent in Figure 2). The
event memory perception module is designed to enhance coherence across sessions by separately
maintaining long-term and short-term memory banks. The long-term memory bank stores vector
representations of high-level event summaries from previous sessions, refined through a tunable
event summary module. The short-term memory bank maintains contextual information for ongoing
conversations. The persona extraction module, designed to facilitate personalized interactions,
incorporates a disentangled, tunable mechanism for accurate user-agent modeling. Extracted personas
are continuously updated and stored in a long-term persona bank. These personas, along with
relevant memories, are then integrated into the response generation module, guiding the generation of
appropriate responses, as depicted in Figure 1.

We conduct comprehensive experiments on two illustrative long-term multi-session daily dialogue
datasets, MSC [1] and Conversation Chronicles (CC) [7], to evaluate the effectiveness, generality,
and cross-domain capabilities of the proposed framework. In terms of effectiveness, LD-Agent
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achieves state-of-the-art performance on both benchmarks, significantly outperforming existing
methods [2, 25, 26]. To assess generality, we examine the framework from both model and task
perspectives. From the model perspective, LD-Agent is evaluated across a range of both online and
offline models, including LLMs [25] and non-LLMs [26]. From the task perspective, we extend
our evaluation to multiparty dialogue tasks [27], where LD-Agent also demonstrates substantial
improvements, showcasing its adaptability across different models and tasks. Regarding the method’s
cross-domain capabilities, we design two cross-domain settings: tuning the model on the MSC dataset
and testing it on the CC dataset, and vice versa. In both scenarios, LD-Agent shows competitive
performance, nearly matching the results of in-domain training.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We develop LD-Agent, a general long-term dialogue agent framework, considering both historical
events and personas. The event memory module ensures dialogue coherence across sessions, while
the persona module ensures character consistency.

• We introduce a disentangled, tunable approach for long-term dialogue to ensure the accuracy of
each module. The highly modular framework enables it to adapt to various dialogue tasks through
module re-training.

• We confirm the superiority of our proposed framework through rigorous experiments across multiple
challenging benchmarks, diverse illustrative models, and various tasks. Extensive insightful ablation
studies further highlight its effectiveness and generalization.

2 Method

In this section, we introduce the detailed description of LD-Agent with the framework shown in
Figure 2. We first introduce the task definition of long-term dialogue in Section. 2.1. Consequently, we
separately introduce the mechanism of event perception (Section. 2.2), dynamic personas extraction
(Section. 2.3), and response generation (Section. 2.4).

2.1 Task Definition

The goal of the long-term multi-session dialogue task is to generate an appropriate response r, by
utilizing the context of the current sessionC, along with selected information extracted from historical
session H . In this task, the current conversation session C is defined as {u1, u2, . . . , udc−1, udc

},
where each ui represents i-th utterance, and dc represents dc turns of the current session. Each
historical session within H in N historical sessions is denoted as Hi, containing {hi1, hi2, . . . , hidi

},
where di is the number of utterances of the i-th conversational session. Distinct from single-session
dialogue models, a long-term multi-session dialogue system integrates both current and long-term
historical conversational cues to generate contextually appropriate responses.

2.2 Event Perception

The event memory module is designed to perceive historical events to generate coherent responses
across interval time. As shown in Figure 2, this event memory module is segmented into two major
sub-modules that focus separately on long-term and short-term memory.

2.2.1 Long-term Memory

Memory Storage. The long-term memory module aims to extract and encode events from past
sessions. Specifically, this involves recording the occurrence times t and brief summaries o into
representations that are stored in a low-cost memory bank ML = {ϕ(tj , oj) | j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}}.
Here, ϕ(·) indicates the text encoder (e.g., MiniLM [28]), and l specifies the length of the memory
bank. The encoded representations are then efficiently retrieved through an embedding-based
mechanism, which enhances the accessibility of the stored memory.

Event Summary. Different from previous agent approaches [20, 21, 29] that entirely rely on
LLM’s zero-shot ability to excavate and summarize events, we apply instruction tuning [30] to the
event summary module, which can directly improve the event summary quality. Specifically, we
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Event Module

memory bank

I'm not injured, but my bike is broken.

Short Memory

relevant memory

Long Memory
query

Is it the white one you just bought? Maybe I can try to fix it.

Generator

Extractor

Context

Relevant Memory

User Personas

Agent Personas
Summarizer

store

Persona Module

Agent: It's too scary, are 
you injured?

User: I encountered a 
traffic accident yesterday.time 

check

extract

one month ago, 
the boy bought a 
new white bike.

I’m helpful

I excel at mechanics

I am a student

I like cycling

Response Module

Figure 2: The Framework of LD-Agent. The event module stores historical memories from past
sessions in long-term memory and current context in short-term memory. The persona module
dynamically extracts and updates personas for both users and agents from ongoing utterances, storing
them in a persona bank for each character. The response module then synthesizes this data to generate
informed and appropriate responses.

rebuild the DialogSum dataset [31], a large-scale dialogue summarization dataset, into the following
format: (1) an introduction to the task background, (2) the related conversations that need to be
understood, and (3) detailed summarization requests. These three parts serve as input prompts (see
Appendix. D.1 for more details), combined with the original summaries from DialogSum as answers,
and are jointly used to fine-tune the event summary module, thereby directly improving the quality of
event summarization.

Memory Retrieval. To improve retrieval accuracy, we employ a retrieval mechanism that com-
prehensively considers semantic relevance, topic overlap, and time decay. Optimizing the retrieval
accuracy of agent memory is challenging due to the difficulty in obtaining accurate memory retrieval
data. Most existing methods [20, 21] use event summaries as keys and context as queries, calculating
the query-key semantic relevance score ssem to find relevant memories, which inevitably results in
significant errors. To enhance retrieval reliability, we extract nouns from corresponding conversations
with the summaries to construct a topic library V and calculate topic overlap score stop by:

stop =
1

2
(
|Vq ∩ Vk|

Vq
+

|Vq ∩ Vk|
Vk

), (1)

where Vq, Vk denote the topic noun set of query and key. Additionally, we apply a time decay
coefficient λt = e−t/τ to reweight the overall retrieval score sr, signified as:

soverall = λt(ssem + stop). (2)
To avoid retrieving inappropriate memory due to no suitable memories existing, we implement a
semantic threshold γ. Only memories with semantic score ssem greater than γ could be retrieved.
If no appropriate memories are retrieved, “No relevant memory” will be returned. Eventually, the
process of retrieving relevant memory m can be denoted as:

m = ψ(ML, γ). (3)

2.2.2 Short-term Memory

The short-term memory module actively manages a dynamic dialogue cache MS = {(ti, ui)|i =
{1, 2, 3, . . . , rc}} with timestamps to preserve the detailed context of the current session. Upon
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receiving a new utterance u′, the module first evaluates the time interval between the current time
t′ and the last recorded time trc in the cache. If this interval exceeds a threshold β, the module
triggers the long-term memory module to summarize the cached dialogue entries, creating new event
records for storage in the long-term memory bank. Simultaneously, the short-term memory cache is
cleared, and the new dialogue record (t′, u′) is added to the cache. The mathematical expression of
this process is given by:

M ′
L =ML ∪ {(ϕ(trc , A(MS))},

MS = {(t′, u′)}.
(4)

where M ′
L denotes the updated long-term memory bank, o = A(·) represents the event summary

function, which process the accumulated dialogue in MS .

2.3 Dynamic Personas Extraction

The persona module is pivotal in maintaining long-term persona consistency for both participants
in a dialogue system. Drawing inspiration from prior work [3], we adopt a bidirectional user-agent
modeling approach, utilizing a tunable persona extractor to manage long-term persona bank Pu

and Pa for the user and agent, respectively. Specifically, we develop an open-domain, utterance-
based persona extraction dataset derived from MSC [1]. We enhance the persona extractor with
LoRA-based instruction tuning, which allows for the dynamic extraction of personality traits during
conversations. These traits are subsequently stored in the corresponding character’s persona bank.
For utterances devoid of personality traits, the module outputs “No Trait”. Additionally, we employ
a tuning-free strategy that harnesses the zero-shot capabilities of LLM models to directly extract
personas based on prompts. To further improve the agent’s ability to excavate user personas without
training, we adjust our reasoning strategy from direct reasoning to a Chain-of-Thought reasoning [32]
(see Appendix. D.2).

2.4 Response Generation

Upon receiving a new user utterance u′, the agent integrates various inputs: retrieved relevant
memories m, short-term context MS , and the personas Pu and Pa for the user and agent, respectively.
These combined inputs are fed into a response generator to deduce an appropriate response r, as
formulated in Eq. 5.

r = G(u′,m,MS , Pu, Pa). (5)

To enhance the agent’s ability for coherent and contextually appropriate responses, we develop a long-
term, multi-session dialogue dataset, featuring dynamic retrieval memories, context, and personas
sourced from the MSC and CC datasets for generator tuning. Specifically, for each sample, covering
five sessions, we dynamically simulate the entire progression of the conversation. As each new
utterance is introduced, the previously tuned modules for event summarization, persona extraction,
and topic-aware memory retrieval are utilized to collect the necessary context, retrieved memories,
and both user and agent personas related to the utterance. This comprehensive data is then integrated
into a response generation prompt (see Appendix. D.3). The original responses from the MSC and
CC datasets are used as ground truth sentences.

3 Experiments

We aim to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does LD-Agent perform in long-term dialogue tasks?

• RQ2: How is the generality and practicality of LD-Agent?

3.1 Evaluation Settings

In this subsection, we briefly introduce the experimental dataset, evaluation metrics, and baseline
models in our study. Detailed evaluation settings are elaborated in Appendix. C.
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Datasets. Extensive experiments are conducted on two illustrative multi-session datasets, MSC [1]
and CC [7], each comprising 5 sessions with approximately 50 conversational turns per sample, to
investigate the effectiveness of LD-Agent on long-term dialogue scenarios. The experiments cover
model independence assessment, module ablation, persona extractor analysis, and cross-domain
evaluation.

Additionally, to evaluate the transferability of the LD-Agent, we apply our method to the Ubuntu
IRC benchmark [27], a dataset known for its multiparty interaction tasks.

Metrics. Our evaluation combines both automatic and human assessments to thoroughly investigate
the effectiveness of LD-Agent. For automatic evaluation, we use three widely used standard metrics:
BLEU-N (BL-N) [33], ROUGE-L (R-L) [34], and METEOR (MET) [35] to measure the quality
of response generation. Additionally, accuracy (ACC) is employed to evaluate the classification
performance of the persona extractor. In human evaluation, we measure topic coherence across
sessions, interaction fluency, and user engagement using the metrics of coherence, fluency, and
engagingness, respectively.

Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness and model independence of LD-Agent, we deploy
LD-Agent on multiple platforms and models. Specifically, the LLM-based models (online model:
ChatGPT; offline model: ChatGLM [25]) and traditional language models (BlenderBot [26], and
BART [36]) are employed as our baselines. In our experiments, The notation “ModelLDA” denotes
models that incorporate the LD-Agent framework, while “Model” refers to the original baseline
models without LD-Agent. Additionally, we also utilize HAHT [2], the previous state-of-the-art
model in long-term dialogue task, as a contrast. See the above baselines stand and their role in rich
literature in Appendix. A.

Table 1: Experimental results of the automatic evaluation for response generation on MSC and CC.

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
Model BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L

MSC
ChatGLM 5.44 1.49 16.76 5.18 1.55 15.51 5.63 1.33 16.35 5.92 1.45 16.63
ChatGLMLDA 5.74 1.73 17.21 6.05 1.73 16.97 6.09 1.59 16.76 6.60 1.94 17.18
ChatGPT 5.22 1.45 16.04 5.18 1.55 15.51 4.64 1.32 15.19 5.38 1.58 15.48Zero-shot

ChatGPTLDA 8.67 4.63 19.86 7.92 3.55 18.54 7.08 2.97 17.90 7.37 3.03 17.86

HAHT 5.06 1.68 16.82 4.96 1.50 16.48 4.75 1.45 15.82 4.99 1.51 16.24
BlenderBot 5.71 1.62 16.15 8.10 2.50 18.23 7.55 1.96 17.45 8.02 2.36 17.65
BlenderBotLDA 8.45 3.27 19.07 8.68 3.06 18.87 8.16 2.77 18.06 8.31 2.69 18.19
ChatGLM 5.48 1.59 17.65 6.12 1.78 17.91 6.14 1.63 17.78 6.16 1.69 17.65

Tuning

ChatGLMLDA 10.70 5.63 23.31 10.03 5.12 21.55 9.07 4.06 20.19 8.96 4.01 19.94
CC

Zero-shot

ChatGLM 8.94 4.44 21.54 8.34 4.03 21.00 8.28 3.82 20.67 8.12 3.81 20.54
ChatGLMLDA 9.53 4.82 22.76 9.22 4.43 22.18 9.15 4.48 22.18 8.99 4.43 22.10
ChatGPT 10.57 5.50 22.10 10.58 5.59 22.04 10.61 5.58 21.92 10.17 5.22 21.45
ChatGPTLDA 15.89 11.01 26.96 12.92 8.27 24.31 12.20 7.35 23.69 11.54 6.74 22.87

Tuning

BlenderBot 8.99 4.86 21.58 9.44 5.19 22.13 9.46 5.21 22.08 8.99 4.75 21.73
BlenderBotLDA 14.47 10.16 27.91 15.66 11.33 29.10 15.13 10.80 28.38 14.08 9.72 27.37
ChatGLM 15.89 9.90 30.59 15.97 10.06 30.27 16.10 10.31 30.54 15.10 9.34 29.43
ChatGLMLDA 25.69 19.53 39.67 25.93 19.72 39.15 25.82 19.40 39.05 24.26 18.16 37.61

3.2 Results of Multi-Session Dialogue

We adopt two multi-session dialogue dataset to quantitatively evaluate our method in long-term
dialogue scenarios. The first session is used to initialize conversation and the subsequent four sessions
are used to evaluate the performance of long-term dialogue. In these experiments, our framework is
applied to both zero-shot models, including ChatGLM and ChatGPT, and to tuned models such as
BlenderBot and ChatGLM. The results are shown in Table 1.

Impressive performance on long-term dialogue tasks. On both datasets, all models employing
LD-Agent consistently achieve significant improvements across all sessions and metrics, showcasing
the powerful ability of LD-Agent on supporting long-term dialogue. Most notably, comparing
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Table 2: Ablation study results of LD-Agent on MSC. The experiments are conducted on tuned
ChatGLM. Baseline denotes the model tuned with context of current session. “+ module name”
indicates the model tuned solely with context and corresponding module. “Full” indicates the model
tuned with all modules.

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
Model BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L

Baseline 5.48 1.59 17.65 6.12 1.78 17.91 6.14 1.63 17.78 6.16 1.69 17.65
+ Mem 7.57 2.49 19.50 7.70 2.48 19.46 7.53 2.31 19.26 7.56 2.33 19.03
+ Persona user 7.54 2.57 19.68 7.51 2.38 19.39 7.30 2.09 18.80 7.08 2.27 18.79
+ Persona agent 7.00 2.27 18.70 7.23 2.33 18.75 7.32 2.18 18.47 7.13 2.36 18.48
Full 10.70 5.63 23.31 10.03 5.12 21.55 8.96 4.01 19.94 9.07 4.06 20.19

with previous state-of-the-art model HAHT, BlenderBot employing LD-Agent, which has similar
parameter scale to HAHT, outperforms it with a large performance gap of 3.39%, 3.72%, 3.41%,
and 3.32% on BLEU-2 ranging from session 2 to 5. This further highlighting the effectiveness of
LD-Agent on long-term dialogue tasks.

Remarkable generality of LD-Agent. The generality of LD-Agent are proved from two aspects:
data transferability and model transferability. The consistently improvements brought by LD-Agent
on both benchmarks demonstrate the generality of our framework on various long-term dialogue
scenarios. In parallel, we observe that LD-Agent also plays positive roles in the zero-shot setting,
employing to the online model of ChatGPT and the offline model of ChatGLM. In the tuning setting,
LD-Agent achieves significant enhancements on both LLM of ChatGLM and traditional model
of BlenderBot, fully proving the remarkable model transferability of LD-Agent. These results
comprehensive demonstrate the generality of LD-Agent.

3.3 Ablation Studies

To further analyze the effectiveness of each components, we conduct ablation studies for memory
module and personas module. We adopt ChatGLM as our backbone, which is tuned solely using
the context of the current session, referred to here as “Baseline”. Afterward, we separately add
“Event Memory”, “Agent personas”, and “User personas” modules for additional tuning on top of the
baseline. The results are presented in Table 2.

The results clearly demonstrate that all modules positively influence long-term dialogue capabilities,
with the event memory module contributing the most significant improvements. It is worth noting
that although all modules experience a performance decline as the number of sessions increased, the
addition of the event memory module results in more stable performance compared to the use of user
or agent personas. This highlights the critical role of event memory in maintaining coherence across
multiple sessions.

Table 3: The effect of different extractors on persona extraction and response generation on MSC.

Extraction Generation
Extractor BL-2 BL-3 R-L ACC BL-2 BL-3 R-L
CoT 5.05 2.69 25.54 61.6 5.82 1.69 16.95
Tuning 8.31 5.65 43.70 77.8 6.12 1.75 17.03

3.4 Persona Extraction Analysis

To explore the effect of different persona extractor, including zero-shot ChatGLM with Chain-of-
Thought [32] and ChatGLM tuned on the persona extraction dataset collected from MSC training set,
we carry out comparison experiments on two perspectives: Persona Extraction Accuracy and Impact
to Response Generation. The results are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 3: The results of human evaluation on retrieval mechanism and response generation.

Extraction Accuracy. We evaluate the extraction accuracy on the persona extraction dataset
collected from MSC testing set, through BLEU-2/3, R-L, and ACC. ACC is to assess the classification
accuracy of dividing utterance into “with personas” or “without personas”. The results of extraction
in Table 3 show that the extractor after tuning performs better than CoT ChatGLM on all metrics.
The higher BLEU and R-L indicates the tuned extractor performs better capability to extract personas
from an utterance, while higher ACC indicates a stronger capability to distinguish whether personas
are contained in an utterance.

Impact to Response Generation. In addition, to explore the effect of different persona extractor to
the final response generation, we conduct experiments on MSC by comparing the results of zero-shot
ChatGLMLDA with personas extracted by CoT and tuned extractor, respectively. The Generation
results in Table 3 indicate the tuned extractor performs better in most sessions. As the number
of sessions increases, the gap is also constantly expanding, demonstrating tuned extractor is more
suitable for long-term dialogue.

3.5 Human Evaluation

To further explore the performance of LD-Agent in real-life conversation, we adopt human evaluation
to separately evaluate the ability of memory recall and response generation with the results on
Figure 3.

Retrieval Mechanism Analysis. Retrieval mechanism plays a crucial role for event memory
accurately utilized in long-term dialogue. To evaluate the superiority of topic-based retrieval approach
than direct semantic retrieval commonly used in previous methods, we conduct an event memory
human evaluation. In the beginning, we initialize a conversation using first four sessions and
store event memories for each session into long-term memory bank. In the last session, we let
evaluators select relevant memories from long-term memory bank for each utterance as the ground
truths. Consequently, we separately utilize direct semantic retrieval and topic-based retrieval to
search relevant memories for each utterance, and calculate the accuracy and recall based on human
annotations. The results are shown in Figure 3a. The topic-based retrieval outperforms direct semantic
retrieval with significant gap on both ACC and Recall, proving that our retrieval method accurately
retrieves relevant memories.

Response Generation Analysis. To further validate the superiority of LD-Agent in long-term open-
domain dialogue tasks, we organize multiple multi-session human-bot conversations on ChatGLM
with LD-Agent and w/o LD-Agent. We first initialize a predefined dialogue as the first session for
all chatbots. Subsequently, we employ some human evaluators to chat with each chatbot with a
time interval from first session. The interactions are evaluated on three aspects: coherence, fluency
and engagingness. The results in Figure 3b demonstrate the advantages of LD-Agent in long-term
real-life dialogue scenarios.
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Table 4: The results of cross-domain evaluation on MSC and CC. “Zero-shot” indicates the ChatGLM
without tuning. “CC-tuning” indicates the ChatGLM tuned on CC dataset. “MSC-tuning” indicates
the ChatGLM tuned on MSC dataset.

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
Model BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L BL-2 BL-3 R-L

MSC
Zero-shot 5.44 1.49 16.76 5.59 1.49 16.47 5.63 1.33 16.35 5.92 1.45 16.63
Zero-shotLDA 5.74 1.73 17.21 6.05 1.73 16.97 6.09 1.59 16.76 6.60 1.94 17.18

CC-tuning 5.81 1.74 18.79 6.08 1.83 18.58 5.96 1.74 18.31 5.95 1.68 18.23
CC-tuningLDA 7.86 3.63 21.00 7.46 3.16 20.00 7.15 2.87 19.53 7.12 2.64 19.30
MSC-tuning 5.48 1.59 17.65 6.12 1.78 17.91 6.14 1.63 17.78 6.16 1.69 17.65
MSC-tuningLDA 10.70 5.63 23.31 10.03 5.12 21.55 9.07 4.06 20.19 8.96 4.01 19.94

CC
Zero-shot 9.53 4.82 22.76 9.22 4.43 22.18 9.15 4.48 22.18 8.99 4.43 22.10
Zero-shotLDA 8.94 4.44 21.54 8.34 4.03 21.00 8.28 3.82 20.67 8.12 3.81 20.54

MSC-tuning 8.37 3.88 22.93 8.49 3.99 22.96 7.97 3.75 22.15 7.60 3.70 21.87
MSC-tuningLDA 21.71 15.42 34.97 20.87 14.74 34.01 19.57 13.51 32.72 18.59 12.80 31.68
CC-tuning 15.89 9.90 30.59 15.97 10.06 30.27 16.10 10.31 30.54 15.10 9.34 29.43
CC-tuningLDA 25.69 19.53 39.67 25.93 19.72 39.15 25.82 19.40 39.05 24.26 18.16 37.61

3.6 Generality Analysis

We further explore the generality of LD-Agent from two perspectives: cross-domain and cross-task
capability.

Cross-domain Results The cross-domain capability is important for open-domain dialogue task.
Poor cross-domain capability, easily occuring on models tuned with specific datasets, largely limits its
practicality in real-world environments. To explore the practicality of our tuned model in real-world,
we conducts two cross-evaluation experiments on MSC and CC, two long-term dialogue datasets with
significant domain gap due to the difference of collecting approaches, including manually annotating
and LLM generation. Specifically, we first tune ChatGLM on CC, and test it on MSC. Then we tune
ChatGLM on MSC, and test it on CC. The results are reported in Table 4. We can observe that the
models tuned on one dataset still performs well on the other dataset, only with a slight performance
decrease than the models tuned on the same dataset. Besides, cross-domain tuned model always
outperforms zero-shot model with a large performance gap. These experiments fully demonstrate the
powerful cross-domain capability and strong practical potential of our method.

Cross-task Results The other capability worth exploring is the transferability of LD-Agent to
different dialogue tasks. We explore the effectiveness of our method on multiparty dialogue, a
task requires playing multiple roles simultaneously. We conduct our experiments on Ubuntu IRC
dataset [27], a commonly used multiparty dialogue dataset. where our backbone adopts BART [36].
We compare our method with some previous multiparty dialogue methods, including GPT-2 [37],
GSN [27], HeterMPCBART [38], and BART tuned without prompt. The results are reported at Table 5.
It can be seen that BART tuned with LD-Agent obtained the state-of-the-art performance in most
metrics, outperforming previous multiparty dialogue approach HeterMPCBART, which also employs
BART as backbone. This well proves the powerful task tranferability of LD-Agent.

Table 5: Multi-party performance on the Ubuntu IRC benchmark

Model BL-1 BL-2 BL-3 BL-4 MET R-L
GPT-2 [37] 10.37 3.60 1.66 0.93 4.01 9.53
GSN [27] 10.23 3.57 1.70 0.97 4.10 9.91
HeterMPCBART [38] 12.26 4.80 2.42 1.49 4.94 11.20
BART [36] 11.25 4.02 1.78 0.95 4.46 9.90

BARTLDA 14.40 4.92 2.07 1.00 5.30 12.28
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4 Conclusion

In this work, we delved into the long-term open-domain dialogue agent to satisfy real-life chatbot
demands of long-term companionship and personalized interactions. We introduced a model-agnostic
long-term dialogue agent framework, LD-Agent, which comprehensively considers both historical
events and user-agent personas to support coherent and consistent conversation. Our framework
was capably decomposed into three learnable modules, significantly improving the adaptability and
transferability. We conducted extensive experiments, well demonstrated the strong capability of
LD-Agent to handle long-term dialogue tasks. The practicality of LD-Agent was also demonstrated
through extensive experiments across multiple benchmarks, diverse models, and various tasks.
Limited by the length of existing long-term dialogue datasets, the capability of LD-Agent in longer
conversation scenarios is valuable to be explored.
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Appendix

In this Appendix, we discuss the following topics: (1): We elaborate on some related work about long-
term open-domain dialogue and LLM-based autonomous agent in Appendix. A. (2): We visualize
responses of original ChatGLM and LD-Agent to further demonstrate the ability of LD-Agent in
long-term dialogue (see Appendix. B). (3): More detailed experimental settings are introduced in
Appendix. C. (4): In the Appendix. D, the prompts utilized in LD-Agent is illustrated.

A Related Work

A.1 Long-term Open-domain Dialogue

Open-domain dialogue aims to develop a human-like chatbot that can emulate human conversation,
facilitating free-flowing dialogue on a wide range of topics. However, the dialogue’s extent in earlier
studies is often limited by conversation length, focusing primarily on brief conversations of about
2-15 turns within a single session [4–6]. To support more realistic and extended conversations, a
series of studies have explored the role of both external [39, 40] and internal knowledge [2, 3] on
maintaining the feasibility of long-term dialogue. Commonly referenced external knowledge, such
as commonsense [40], medical [41], and psychological [42] knowledge, serves as supplementary
guidance for the reasoning process, ensuring logical coherence in extended contexts. In parallel,
internal knowledge captured dynamically during long conversations generally contains historical
events [1, 8, 2, 7] and personas [9, 3, 10, 43]. Historical events are typically summarized and stored
into a memory bank to maintain dialogue coherence across sessions, while interlocutors’ personas are
maintained via a dynamic persona memory bank, which ensures character consistency in long-term
conversations. In this study, we focus on the internal knowledge to integrate dynamically updated
historical events and personas to conduct long-term personalized conversations.

A.2 LLM-based Autonomous Agents

AI Agent conception is geared towards autonomous environmental perception, decision-making, and
problem-solving capabilities. With the large language models (LLMs) underlining their impressive
generalization potential, leading to their widespread adoption as substitutes for human operators in
various research fields [17, 19, 44, 21]. Generally, these agents can be categorized into task-oriented
agents [17–19, 29] and simulation-oriented agents [44–46, 21, 47]. Task-oriented agents are designed
to accurately perform and achieve predefined tasks, as seen in applications for web assistance [17],
game-playing [18], and software development [19]. On the other hand, simulation-oriented agents
are devised to emulate human emotive and cognitive behaviors, having played roles in psychological
studies [44], social networking platforms [46], conflict resolution scenarios [45], and recommendation
systems [21, 47]. In addition, recent developments have seen the advent of individual-level agents
that are utilized to simulate specific character behaviors, enhancing the realism and personalization
of user-agent interactions [48–50]. This paper falls into the simulation-oriented agent to build a
human-like open-domain dialogue agent with memory retrieved and character analysis modules.
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B Response Visualization

To further analyze the ability of LD-Agent in long-term dialogue, we illustrate an example in Figure 4.
It can be seen that the response generated by LD-Agent successfully captures the information about
“General Nathan Bedford Forrest” they talked about in the history session.

Figure 4: Example of separately chatting with original ChatGLM and ChatGLM with LD-Agent. A
more relevant response to history conversation is generated.

C Detailed Evaluation Settings

In this section, we introduce the detailed experimental dataset, evaluation metrics, baseline models,
and our implementation details.

C.1 Datasets

Multi-session Dataset. Our experiments are conducted on two illustrative multi-session datasets:
MSC [1] and CC [7]. Both datasets feature 5 sessions, with approximately 50 conversational turns
per sample. MSC extends the PersonaChat dataset [5], utilizing PersonaChat for the initial session
and employing human-human crowd workers to simulate the dialogues in subsequent sessions.
The time intervals between sessions can span several days, and the dataset includes records of
the participants’ personas. We follow the split of [2] with 4,000 conversations for training, 500
conversations for validation, and 501 conversations for testing. CC is complied by ChatGPT, which
guides interactions according to a predefined event graph and participant relationships, with time
intervals between sessions extending over several years. We employ the same data scale as MSC,
with 4,000 conversations for training, 500 conversations for validation, and 501 conversations for
testing.

Multi-party Dataset. To explore the transferability of LD-Agent on other dialogue tasks. We apply
our method to the Ubuntu IRC benchmark [27], a dataset of multiparty tasks. We follow the split
of previous works [27, 38] with 311,725 dialogues for training, 5,000 dialogues for validation, and
5,000 dialogues for testing.

C.2 Metrics

Automatic Evaluation Metrics. BLEU-N [33] (BL-N) and ROUGE-L [34] (R-L) metrics are
commonly used automatic evaluation metrics in dialogue generation tasks. BLEU-N measures N-gram
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overlaps between the generated text and the reference text, while ROUGE-L focuses on sequential
coherence. We employ the METEOR (MET) [35] metric in multi-party tasks as a complement to the
BLEU metric, enhancing it with synonym calculation capabilities. In addition, accuracy (ACC) is
calculated to measure the classification accuracy of different persona extractors.

Human Evaluation Metrics. In human evaluation, we evaluate LD-Agent on three aspects: co-
herence, fluency, and engagingness. Coherence measures the chatbot’s capabilities to maintain
the coherence of topic and logic across sessions. Fluency reflects the natural and fluent degree of
interactions, making the interaction similar to human-human interactions. Engagingness measures a
user’s interest in interacting with the target chatbot.

C.3 Baselines

To validate the effectiveness of our method on various baselines, we employ LD-Agent on both online
and offline models, tuned and zero-shot models, LLMs, and non-LLMs.

• HAHT [2]: This is the state-of-the-art model crafted for multi-session, open-domain
dialogue. It encodes all historical information and utilizes an attention mechanism to capture
the relevant information to an ongoing conversation.

• BlenderBot [26]: This is a commonly used large-scale open-domain dialogue model pre-
trained on online social discussion data.

• ChatGLM3 [25]: This is an offline large language model 6B parameters. The model is
pre-trained on 1T corpus, performing remarkable zero-shot reasoning capabilities.

• ChatGPT: This is an online large language model based on the GPT architecture with
excellent human-like cognitive and reasoning abilities. In this paper, we use the API service
with the model of “gpt-3.5-turbo-1106”.

• BART [36]: This is a denoising autoencoder with transformer architecture, trained to
reconstruct original text from corrupting text.

C.4 Implementation Details.

For the event summarizer, persona extractor, and response generator modules, we employ the LoRA
mechanism across all configurations. All training and evaluation operated on a single NVIDIA A100
GPU. For the ChatGLM3-6B, it is optimized by an Adam [51] optimizer with the learning rate of
5e-5. We configure this model with a batch size of 4 and train it over 3 epochs. For BlenderBot, the
initial learning rate is set to 2e-5, with the batch size and the number of training epochs set at 4 and 5,
respectively.

D Prompt

In this section, we separately provide the illustrations of the prompts used in the Event Module,
Persona Module, and Response Module.
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D.1 Prompt of Event Summary

Prompt 1: Event Summary Prompt

SYS PROMPT :

You are good at extracting events and summarizing them in brief sentences. You will be
shown a conversation between {user name} and {agent name}.

USER PROMPT :

Conversation: {context}.
Based on the Conversation, please summarize the main points of the conversation with brief
sentences in English, within 20 words.
SUMMARY:

D.2 Prompt of Persona Extraction

Prompt 2: Persona Extraction Prompt

SYS PROMPT :

You excel at extracting user personal traits from their words, a renowned local communication
expert.

USER PROMPT :

If no traits can be extracted in the sentence, you should reply NO_TRAIT. Given you some
format examples of traits extraction, such as:
1. No, I have no longer serve in the millitary, I had served up the full term that I signed up for,
and now work outside of the millitary.
Extracted Traits: I now work elsewhere. I used to be in the military.
2. That must a been some kind of endeavor. Its great that people are aware of issues that arise
in their homes, otherwise it can be very problematic in the future.
NO_TRAIT
Please extract the personal traits who said this sentence (no more than 20 words):{sentence}

D.3 Prompt of Response Generation

Prompt 3: Base Response Generation Prompt

SYS PROMPT :

As a communication expert with outstanding communication habits, you embody the role of
{agent name} throughout the following dialogues.

USER PROMPT :

<CONTEXT>
Drawing from your recent conversation with {user name}:
{context}
Now, please role-play as {agent name} to continue the dialogue between {agent name}
and {user name}.
{user name} just said: {input}
Please respond to {user name}’s statement using the following format (maximum 30 words,
must be in English):
RESPONSE:
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Prompt 4: Agent Response Generation Prompt

SYS PROMPT :

As a communication expert with outstanding communication habits, you embody the role
of {agent name} throughout the following dialogues. Here are some of your distinctive
personal traits: {agent traits}.

USER PROMPT :

<CONTEXT>
Drawing from your recent conversation with {user name}:
{context}
<MEMORY>
The memories linked to the ongoing conversation are:
{memories}
<USER TRAITS> In recent conversations with this user, you’ve noticed that {user name}
possesses the following personal traits:
{user traits}
Now, please role-play as {agent name} to continue the dialogue between {agent name}
and {user name}.
{user name} just said: {input}
Please respond to {user name}’s statement using the following format (maximum 30 words,
must be in English):
RESPONSE:
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